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Medical Aspects of Alcoholism

 Alcohol affects almost every organ system in the body 
directly or indirectly.  Some people may be more 
vulnerable than others to the medical effects of alcohol 
for genetic reasons.  There also seems to be a 
relationship between medical consequences and the 
amount, duration, and pattern (daily vs. binge) of 
drinking.  While most people are aware of problems 
like cirrhosis and “wet brain”, there are other organs 
affected which are also catastrophic.  To examine how 
alcohol affects the body, it is easiest to envision taking 
a drink and follow the affects of alcohol on the organs 
as it moves through the body
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Alcohol and Cancer

Alcoholic beverages are classified by the International Agency for Research on 
Cancer (IARC) as a Group 1 carcinogen (carcinogenic to humans). IARC 
classifies alcoholic beverage consumption as a cause of 

• Female Breast
• Colorectum
• Larynx
• Liver
• Esophagus
• Oral Cavity
• Pharynx Cancers
• and as a probable cause of pancreatic cancer.                                   
Journal of the national Cancer Institute.



The Stomach and Esophagus



The Stomach and Esophagus

 Breakdown of the normal stomach lining creating gastric (stomach) ulcers.  This leads 
to…

 Decrease in ADH production, which causes alcohol to be absorbed directly into the 
blood stream.

 A slowing of gastric or stomach emptying which interferes with the esophageal 
sphincter.

 The combination of these can lead to different types of problems including peptic 
ulcers:

 Alcohol damaged stomach lining can’t make ADH so it can’t block alcohol from 
being absorbed directly into the brain, damaging the brain.

 The slower emptying of the stomach means the acid stays longer in the stomach.  
This causes more damage to the stomach’s capillaries leading to more erosion of the 
stomach lining.  The esophageal sphincter closes the stomach off from the 
esophagus.  When this is damaged, the acid content in the stomach can reflux back 
up in to the esophagus, causing lesions and ulcers there too. Heavy drinkers have 
higher rates of esophageal cancers and gastric carcinomas.
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The Intestines

 The intestinal lining is composed of microscopic-finger-like-
projections called villi.  These villi are full of capillaries 
necessary to transport nutrients and release enzymes for 
digestion.  Alcohol damages and flattens these villi.  As a 
result, there is less surface area for absorption of nutrients, 
inhibition of certain enzymes necessary to transport sugars 
and proteins into the blood.  In addition, the intestinal cells 
become damaged and allow the flow of large molecules, 
like fats, into the blood, which may lead to gallstones.

 Heavy alcohol consumption also causes problems with 
peristalsis, the intestinal muscular contractions which move 
food along the intestines.  This is probably due to the 
damage of the nerves along the lining.

 The combination of the above leads to major problems with 
absorption and metabolism, and is a major factor in the 
malnutrition and ulcerations associated with alcoholism.
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The Pancreas  

 The pancreas is the long gland behind the stomach which is crucial to digestion.  It 
secretes enzymes into the small intestines to break down carbohydrates, fats and 
proteins so they can be absorbed.  The pancreas maintains blood sugar levels by 
producing insulin and glycogen.

 It irritates the pancreatic duct which pours the digestive enzymes from the pancreas 
to the small intestines, causing obstructions in the duct.

 Alcohol also stimulates the pancreas to make more enzymes to break down the 
alcohol.  Because these enzymes are activated but blocked from entering the small 
intestines, the pancreas digests itself, causing death to tissue.
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The Liver

 The liver is the largest organ in the body and provides functions essential to life: Filtering 
circulating blood, secreting bile in the GI tract, making proteins and other compounds vital to 
sustaining life.  The liver is the primary organ for alcohol metabolism.  When alcohol reaches 
the liver, it is broken down into acetaldehyde which is extremely toxic to the liver!  Because it is 
so toxic, acetaldehyde is rapidly converted to acetic acid (vinegar) which is further converted 
to H2O and CO2.  While there are other toxic aspects of alcohol in the liver, this large build 
up of acetaldehyde associated with heavy drinking is the most understood medical problem.

 Research shows that alcohol damages the liver in primarily two ways:
 Alcohol Use Raises Cancer Risk -When you drink alcohol, your body breaks it down into a 

chemical called acetaldehyde. Acetaldehyde is toxic to the liver and damages cells. It damages 
your DNA and prevents your body from repairing the damage. DNA is the cell’s “instruction 
manual” that controls a cell’s normal growth and function. When DNA is damaged, a cell can 
begin growing out of control and create a cancerous tumor.

 When alcohol is ingested, large amounts of oxygen in the liver are diverted from others areas 
of the liver to metabolize the alcohol.  These oxygen deprived areas in the liver can’t do their 
job, part of which is to break down fats, so the liver becomes fatty.
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The Liver

 Fatty Liver
 Alcohol Hepatitis
 Jaundice
 Cirrhosis –

 With abstinence, the formation of new scar tissue subsides.  Life expectancy 
depends upon the extent of the cirrhosis.  It is suggested that those diagnosed with 
cirrhosis who continue to drink should say goodbye to their friends and write their 
wills.
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The Heart

 It can affect the heart tissue itself, causing a condition 
called cadiomyopathy (or degeneration of the heart 
muscle).  This causes an enlarged hear with weaker 
contracting muscles.

 It can cause cardiac arrhythmias – irregular heartbeats.
 A weak fatty heart combined with a loss of oxygen and 

irregular heartbeats leads to heart attacks, heart 
failure and strokes.  Alcohol induced cardiomyopathy is 
reversible with abstinence in only about 30 percent of 
patients.  Up to half the deaths among alcoholics are 
related to cardiac disease. 
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The Vascular System



The Vascular System

 Alcohol causes hypertension!  Three to four drinks per day will elevate blood 
pressure which can lead to strokes.  In addition, alcohol affects magnesium 
levels in the brain causing brain blood vessel spasms.  This is also a fatal 
combination.  The spasms lead to more hypertension in the brain, busting 
vessels and causing strokes.  Hypertension is simply increased pressure in the 
blood vessels.  When the liver is damaged, the blood can’t circulate well.  
Blood then backs up in the portal vessel which congests the portal veins in the 
liver.  Pooling blood in the portal system, a weakened heart, and hypertension 
from drinking adds incredible pressure to those damaged veins, causing them 
to finally burst and explode.  An example of this is esophageal varixes.  As 
discussed earlier, chronic drinking damages the esophagus and weakens its 
blood vessels.  This weakened vessel becomes “varicosed”; increase pressure 
backing up in the liver leads to increased pressure in the esophageal vein.  
This increased pressure actually causes this vein to explode and the person 
usually bleeds to death in a few minutes.  Abstinence can’t reverse the varicose 
vein, but it will lower blood pressure and prolong life.
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The Blood and Immune System

 Alcohol is toxic to bone marrow.  Basically it interferes with the 
formation of red blood cells, causing “immature” cells to be 
developed instead of healthy red blood cells.  These immature red 
blood cells don’t carry oxygen well and anemia also results.  In 
addition, alcohol destroys blood platelets which help the blood clot.  
Excessive bleeding and hemorrhages are common among alcoholics.  
Alcohol affects the immune system by altering the production and 
function of many of the “white cells”, greatly reducing their ability to 
fight off infections.  As a result alcoholics get sicker faster and stay 
sicker longer.  Also, due to high risk behavior by reduced inhibitions, 
alcoholics risk higher exposure to the HIV virus.  Because alcohol 
lowers the immune system, alcoholics are more prone to being 
infected when exposed.
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Endocrine and reproductive System

 Alcohol affects every endocrine (glands) organ.  How this happens is still not 
clear, but chronic alcoholics show changes in their thyroid glands (which 
controls among other things the basal metabolic rate for the body).  Alcohol 
affects the adrenal glands which are responsible for the production of 
steroids and adrenaline which helps us respond to stress and infection.  It 
also affects the pituitary gland, the “master” gland which sends messages 
to these glands.

 Alcohol affects the reproductive system.  Very common among alcoholic men 
are disorders stemming from alcohol such as:  Impotence, low testosterone 
levels, low sperm count, and testicular atrophy, or shrinkage!  Alcohol seems 
to affect women’s reproduction functions.  A few of the problems are 
pathological ovary changes, amenorrhea (absence or sparse menstruation) 
and problems with ovulation.  Because alcohol suppresses hormone 
secretion, women alcoholics seem to have an earlier onset of menopause as 
well. 
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The Brain and Neurological System

 Alcohol affects the brain and neurological system 
both directly and indirectly.

 Heavy drinking affects brain tissue – obvious 
examples are blackouts, hallucinations, and seizures.

 Alcohol directly affects the brain by causing change 
and deterioration in the brain cells.

 Alcohol indirectly affects the brain by causing 
damage to the other body organs which help the 
brain function normally, like the liver and the heart.
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The Brain and Neurological System

 Prolonged use of alcohol (5 – 10 years) begins to cause damage 
which affects the structure of the brain and nervous system.  The 
brain is responsible for not only governing the body’s functions, but 
is also the center for “human” functions – thinking, feeling, emotions, 
memory, etc.  Even minor damage to the brain can have a major 
impact on a person’s life.

 Fifty to seventy five percent of detoxed alcoholics show brain 
impairment:  memory, problem solving, coordination, perception, and 
behavioral changes.  Some of these are reversible with abstinence.  
The more severe the drinking, and the progression of the disease, 
the more structural changes happen in the brain and nervous system.
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The Brain and Neurological System

 Peripheral Neuropathy is a condition where nerve endings are 
damaged causing numbness or tingling in the fingers and toes.

 A CT scan of a chronic alcoholic’s brain shows shrinkage in all areas 
of the brain, which is irreversible and indicates a much more severe 
impairment.  Eventually this brain impairment develops into “organic 
Brain Syndrome” or “wet brain”.  There are two kinds of organic 
brain syndromes – alcoholic dementia and Korsakoff’s psychosis.  
These individuals require constant care.  Twenty percent of of mental 
institutions house these people at this stage of the disease.
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Medical Aspects of Addiction

Resources

 http://www.addictionrecoveryguide.org/articles/

 https://www.drugabuse.gov/publications/drugs-brains-behavior-science-
addiction/preface
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